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Across

3. Fastest breed

5. Tallest dog, stood 42" 
high and weight 238 lb

7. Dog with the longest 
tongue (a Pekinese by 
the name of 
_____________)

9. The only yodeling dog

10. Oldest American 
breed

13. Schweinfurt was first 
town to have this for 
dogs

15. Smallest breed

16. The dog who did this 
should be on stage

19. Zoey broke the 
record by catching this 
43 times in a row

21. Where first 
domesticated dogs were

22. First person to 
wright about dogs in 
their travels

23. One of two drug 
sniffing dogs that had a 
$30,000 bounty on their 
heads

26. Fastest 100 metre 
bike sled on sand...with 
eight dogs

28. Most dogs washed 
by a team

31. Other drug sniffing 
dog with bounty

32. Liam Murphy holds 
the word record for 
doing this with the most 
dogs

33. Old dog on record, 
Australian Cattle Dog 
who died at age 29

34. Most dogs skipping 
rope

Down

1. least hairy dog breed

2. Where most costumed 
dogs set a world record

4. Latest search 
technology dogs...used 
GPS to "steere" the dog

5. One of the heaviest 
breeds

6. Only breed with a 
black tongue

8. The fastest team of 
dogs to complete a 10 
obstacle course  in 57.26 
second came from here 
in 2012

11. Most dogs washed 
by an individual

12. most times a dog was 
pressed in this 
manner...in 30 seconds!

13. Most popular breed 
overall?

14. Smartest breed

17. Fastest dog on a 
Scooter..traveled 100 
feet in 20 seconds

18. Smallest dog on 
record. Came from 
Blackburn england and 
weight 4 oz

20. Tallest breed

24. Number of dogs on 
record setting walk

25. This world record 
was set by seventy six 
dogs

27. Two hundred sixty 

eight people did this at 
the same time...on their 
dog's teeth

29. Heaviest and longest 
Dog in 1989...Weight 
343 lb and was 8 feet 3" 
long

30. The largest of these 
dog "treats" weight 
150.9 lb and was made 
to honor the Royal 
Wedding in 2011


